“Watchman, what of the night?”
There are times and seasons which invite men to pause in the absorbing work of the moment and
take cognisance of the world in which they are placed. The life of man is not made of disassociated
incidents and accidents. It is not a life of mere events. Men do not live by sipping pleasure from
every new experience as bees sip their honey from flowers, forgetting aught but the one which they
are at the moment robbing. We live in a stream, and we want to know how it is flowing. To when we
are bobbed about on its ripples, seized in its eddies, drifted among the dead waters by its sedgeside
or swept into its broad current. It is not merely the changes in our course that interest us. We are
puzzled to find out our new relationships both to the world and to the others floating near us; we
want to know wither we go; we ask the currents to tell us the secret which guides them on their
way, and we listen to the sound of the ocean into which we flow.
This is but saying that man is religious by nature, for what more can we mean by religion than the
sense of the flowing perfection of man and of the excellence of the world that is becoming: and an
assurance that through our individual lives we contribute something to the fullness of God’s
purposes.
And so it comes that these are times and seasons when we pause in our work and look behind at the
results of our labours, and look before to catch a glimpse of the faith which makes us again bow
willingly to our toil because it assures us that our toil is acceptable. The years of our lives have been
fashioned like bookcase shelves and on these resting places we find the volumes of our deeds. When
we close volume after volume we remember those from which they grew, and think of those which
are to grow from them. We cannot change or erase the records of pages. They can only be corrected
in volumes not yet closed.
We have just written ‘finis’ on one of the volumes, and have started afresh again in that endless
round of ‘the king is dead, long live the king’. Let us forget ourselves for the moment. If we are to
live and work it is because the world needs us to do so, and offers us as our reward secret glimpses
of a faith that accidental evil cannot shake. This is the ethic of life – that we are required, not that we
chose; that we have work, not that we make it. When, in this spirit, we search the year that has
gone, calling as it were to the recording angels whose work it is to not the progress of time and map
the journey of mankind. “Watchman, what of the night?” We have, as we may expect, a response of
hope mingled with fear.
Turn we to our Imperial concerns and we find that spirit of the middle ages, the spirit of barbarism
still rules. Arms! Arms! Arms! Everywhere. The continent a great smith’s shop for the making of
arms, children taught a patriotism which means a hatred of all mankind outside a certain arbitrary
boundary, men drawn from the workshop and plough to learn the trade of killing each other; kings
who are but children lauded and worshipped for their imperial lispings. Intellect and ingenuity are
enlisted by the imperial juggernaut to devise means of destruction and the toiler’s back is broken to
find the expense of it all.
Russia, a huge barbarian leviathan, confined within her borders and writhing with internal pains,
divided her attention between India and the Mediterranean; Germany passes Army Bill after Army
Bill; Austria struggles and strives to keep in an armed position to make herself worthy of an alliance
with her neighbours. Bankrupt Italy, missed her high calling to maintain her navy; France alternately
filibusters and threatens in her own particular way her more formidable neighbour. We ourselves
close our year listening to scared shrieks about our navy and dreaming of the British pluck that kills
its thousands in Central Africa without losing a life. But one honourable event reminds us that we

have something better in store for us. The Paris arbitration about the Behring Sea is the one modest
approach to the settlement of international disputes in accordance with the justice of the claims
made.
What ideals are being placed before us? What movements are recruiting best? Then we go below
the stage where the little marionettes dance and find the thought that directs them.
1893 has been the birth year of no new striking idea, nor have old ideas had any new and striking
settings. In future there will perhaps be no such years. The spread of education and the diffusion of
culture mean that progressive thought moves in a broad, simple stream, that single men embodying
ideas clearly over the heads of their fellow men are few; that epoch making philosophers and
moralists are rare. When thought ran in a narrow channel and when its course was frequently
obstructed, its pent up waters came down in flood at times, and you knew almost the day and the
hour when progress triumphed, you could individualise the man through whom it triumphed. It is
now coming down to the meadows where little obstruction lies in its channel, and instead of looking
for an evidence that things are growing better in the list of men who are recognised as great, or in
the books which lie on our stalls, we must turn to the general tone of thought and to the influence
which idea has on man’s conduct.
We find that the movements of this year – both those that cause us fear and those that make us
hopeful – come from a rise in the moral point of view. Man is again entering our field of vision. He is
moving into the centre in fact and we are accustoming ourselves to judge everything in relation to
him. Our art is bursting its bonds of conventionalism, our artists are feeling the need of the open air,
the need of life itself. The picture with a story in it, the novel which is a series of accidents and a
description of the superficial has already become antiquated. The ingenious will always be
interesting, but it is not necessarily the artistic. What we now want is the presentation of the living,
the incident of character, the evolution of a human soul. It is much higher and much more difficult
than the other, but that is the goal which the artistic impulse is setting for itself. In religion we have a
corresponding movement on human lines. The humanising of religion has begun with the churches
themselves. Outside them there have always been those who believed that “to worship rightly is to
love each other”. And inside, we have mostly creeds and formulas as abstracted from the needs and
actions of earthly life; of a Christianity which meant only a preparation for another world and which
had no faith for this except that it was the channel through which some souls went to damnation
and others went to bliss. “The Kingdom of Heaven is within you.” Was an expression nearly
comprehended. Man stood as an isolated individual before the creator. There was no good in him.
He was ashamed in the presence of his God. Slowly the new element – Man – has been growing
upon us. We have begun to regard our fellow pilgrims, and a strange new interest has grown to life
within us and in this service, we have come to know, lies our supreme happiness. Science has
cleared our thoughts. An earth which is becoming heaven is our faith instead of an earth which we
must leave for heaven. A band of co-workers, not a chance congregation of individuals. Man humbly
striving to reach God, not man doing penance to be permitted to return to a presence from which he
was banished. Evil which is the toilsome way to a good end; not sin which is a burden inherited by us
at our birth; Christ an inspiring example and guide, not a potentate before whose feet we must fall
and lie there until he himself raises us – these are the thoughts which are to be our religion. Humility
and purity and faith - humility that we may serve, purity that we may know, faith that we may aspire
– these are to be our watchwords. And all this only means that we are clearing ourselves of the
philosophic conceptions of the ancients and the dogmaticisms of the church and are going to the
pure fountain – Christ himself – for our religion. “We should seek in vain,” says Renan “for a
theological proposition in the gospel.” We look upon the world, upon man, upon ourselves with that

faithful interest which makes us feel the overshadowing of a Divine presence which links us with one
another in a Divine thought which gives each of us a place and a work in a Divine purpose. That was
the secret of Christ’s life. That idea has broadened with the year. Closer and closer religion has come
to us. We think more of it in our ingoings and our outcomings. It comes more readily to us as a guide
in life. We see the negative movement in theology dying out. The attack upon the Bible has spent
itself. Men are enquiring into the history of the book and are seeing in it a wonderful record of a
nation’s progress in moral life and religious conception, and from that, a faith which has the support
of which quivers with inspiration. But to us the new element of it is strength, a new vision of right
and duty. We found ourselves in a materialistic age in which every energy of man was called into
service as a wealth producer, and when our very spiritual ideals were reduced to ledger entries. We
studied the operations of that age and discovered a certain power of wealth production and
distribution. We said to men be free – free to be servants, and we controlled them by our balance
sheets. “I am a man,” said a fellow being to us “But,” we replied, “Though we grant you that on
moral grounds, to us you are only a charge in the cost of production.” I know how foolish it is to
quarrel with nature. And the fool goes back upon history and thinks how much different it all would
have been in charge of mankind. Looking back tonight no reflections that the world has gone wrong
enters my mind. The politicians and moralists of the Revolution in France believed that the
millennium was to dawn with the disruption of feudalism and the downfall of the king; yet when a
year or two ago France was celebrating the centenary of her deliverance, social discontent was
rumbling like distant thunder all over Europe. Yea, there were people clamouring to know why
celebrate such a fruitless revolution. We might as well at first have been inclined to agree with these
people. And yet as we passed down the crowded galleries of the commemorative exhibition, the
whirling of the wheels, the beating of the feet making holiday, the endless variety of products, all
seemed to whisper “Man has prevailed over nature” And so when we got out into the open air with
the black masses winding in images around us – in the midst of that wonderful demonstration of
man’s almightiness, we thought that if Rousseau or Voltaire or Paine were raised from the dead how
awestruck they would be. True, the triumph was not that which they expected but it is a triumph
nevertheless. It was the writing of a chapter in human evolution which had to be written after t6he
revolution, but which they had overlooked. It is a stage which we had to go through. If we have any
sad thoughts about it it is that men should even suppose that it was final, that the laws of its
existence were the highest laws of human life. But the chapter is drawing to a close. Its concluding
sentences are being scrawled in hot haste, in confusion, in expectation. The climax has passed. You
feel that; we all do. The century which is closing with the years has been a great century. It has been
no mistake, but it has been a stage. All these rolling and rumbling machines, all these great factories
pile upon pile, all these smoking chimney stacks are gains if we could only pit them in their due
places. I grant that is no easy task. It may well be the work of another century. But what we must
congratulate ourselves upon is that we are awakening to the fact that their proper place is not that
of dominator, that ethics and economics are joining hands, that the higher laws of industry take
human wellbeing into account, hitherto present and what to hope for in the future.
14, 15, 16 (17, 18, 19 in archives)
But ours is the battle, not his. We must not lie down believing in the power of God and warning our
fellows of the impotence of man. That is practical atheism. To believe that the Divine works through
man, that it has endowed him with strength and gives him guidance, in that spirit to behold the
world, its cares and joys, its tumults and calms, its discontentments and contentments and to help it
here and there as we may, that is the highest religion. Then do we walk in the shadows and feel the
doom, and emerge into the light and feel its energy, and know that the clouds pass, but that the
bright day remains.

Then let we begin the year with gladness, and let us all join in gratitude that we have lived and
shared in the life of man. Then surely the swinging bells have rung the knell of something that is
false, and pealed the birth of something that is true, and the joy we feel on the threshold of the year
becomes the service which we do during its flight. Whittier has given us our New Year song:
Gone be the faithlessness of fear
And let the pitying heaven’s sweet rain
Wash out the altar’s bloody stain
The law of hatred disappear
The law of love alone remain.

PEACE
Thought few words with others – Mr. James in this church
Six years ago why change
1 – War on false pretences
2 – War in reality means sordid affair
Scandals
Newspapers howling
Heroisms yes!
But – 1- How few and so much war
2 – Generally belongs to side that has not made the war
3 – Does not accomplish much
Napoleon
South African War
4 – Its cost in blood and treasure
5 – Means militarism
Supremacy of soldier
Cost
Army
Navy
1894
£19,000,000 £18,000,000
1904
£ 33,000,000 £43,000,000
increase: £39,000,000
about £1 per head per annum
or £6 per working class family of 4 child

Total
£37,000,000
£76,000,000

Conscription
Europe under canvas – Sleeps with one eye open
6 – War horrible, absurd, unnecessary.
What are statesmen for
National honour - Duel - Justice

The Labour Party – No interest in War
International movement – as apart from International men
The men of peace in each parliament

Our own difficulty
Treaties may be a danger The great danger today
is that we are browbeaten
by tom toms and songs sung
by the yellow press followed by
politicians afraid to lose votes

Peacefully minded statesmen
Peacefully inclined parties
Better guarantee than Japanese treaties.

